
Not all odimension 1 germs have good real pituresDavid Mond and Roberta Wik AtiqueJune 2, 20031 IntrodutionSome time ago the �rst author onjetured (in [9℄) that every Ae-odimension 1 equivalenelass of map-germs (C n; S) ! (C p; 0), with n � p� 1 and (n; p) nie dimensions, should havea real form with a \good real perturbation" | that is, the A-equivalene lass should ontaina real germ (one whose power-series expansion has purely real oeÆients) whih moreovershould have a real perturbation whose real disriminant (if n � p) or real image (if n = p� 1)arries the vanishing homology of its omplexi�ation. The purpose of this note is to give anexample for whih this does not hold | thus proving the onjeture false.The example is not hard to desribe: it is the simplest Ae-odimension 1 lass of map-germ f : (C n; 0) ! (C n+1; 0) of orank 2 (i.e. suh that ker(d0f) has dimension 2). Sine theodimension in jet spae J1(n; n+ 1) of the set �2 of matries of kernel rank 2 is equal to 6,suh a singularity annot our if n < 5.In fat one an easily onstrut map-germs (C 5; 0) ! (C 6; 0) of Ae-odimension 1 andorank 2. From the point of view of this paper, the most straightforward proedure is bytransverse pull-bak from the stable map-germ F : (C 6; 0) ! (C 7; 0) de�ned byF (A;B;C;D; x; y) = (A;B;C;D; x2 +Ay; xy +Bx+ Cy; y2 +Dx):That is, if i : C 6 ! C 7 is transverse to F , then the �bre square(C 6; 0) F�! (C 7; 0)" " i(C 6 �C 7 C 6; 0) i�(F )�! (C 6; 0)gives us a map-germ i�(F ) from the smooth 5-dimensional omplex manifold germ (C 6 �C 7C 6; 0) to (C 6; 0). If i is suitably generi (in a sense we will make preise below) then i�(F ) hasAe-odimension 1. Every map-germ (C 5; 0) ! (C 6; 0) with loal algebra isomorphi to thatof F (whih is the simplest loal algebra of type �2, isomorphi to OC 2;0=(mC 2;0)2), an beobtained by transverse pull-bak from F .To give a onrete example, one an ompute that the germf(u; v; w; x; y) = (u; v; w; x2 + uy; xy + vx+ wy; y2 � ux)has Ae-odimension 1. This germ is obtained as i�(F ) by takingi(u; v; w; x; y; z) = (u; v; w;�u; x; y; z):1



Of ourse there is no anonial hoie of oordinates on the �bre produt (C 6 �C 7 C 6; 0),and we ould equally well have written i�(F ) in a di�erent form. In fat the A-equivalenelass of i�(F ) is determined by the image L of i, and so a more eonomial way of studying theodimension 1 map-germs obtained in this way is to onsider the spae of smooth hypersurfae-germs transverse to F . For the same reason we also adopt the notation FjL in plae of i�(F ),although the reader will of ourse appreiate that sine L is ontained in the target of F , thisdenotes base-hange rather than restrition.In Setion 2 we show �rst that to obtain every Ae-equivalene lass we need onsider onlyhyperplanes, and among hyperplanes only those of the form kA + lB +mC + nD = 0. Wethen show that within the spae L of these hyperplanes there is a disriminant �, itself ahypersurfae, suh that if L =2 � then FjL has Ae-odimension 1.In Setion 3 we study the topology of the omplement in LR of �R ; we do not determine itshomology, but we do loate at least one point in eah onneted omponent. If L1 and L2 arein the same onneted omponent of LR n�R , the two germs FjL1 and FjL2 are A-equivalent(over R) (Remark 2.5 below) and thus we do not need to examine both of them.In Setion 4, we ompute the homotopy type of the image of a stable perturbation ofmap-germs FjL, for eah hyperplane L in the list that we determine in Setion 3. Up tohomeomorphism eah real odimension 1 map-germ has two real stable perturbations, orre-sponding to the sign of the deformation parameter; however here it turns out that the two areisomorphi. This implies a rather strong version of triviality of the monodromy of the familyof omplex stable perturbations, over C �. Using Morse theory, we show that eah of theseomplex images has the homotopy type of a 5-sphere; in onsequene, the algebrai losure ofthe real image of eah stable perturbation has the homotopy type of an n-sphere for some nbetween 0 and 5. For none of the examples in our list does n equal 5.It turns out that � � L is a free divisor, with some urious properties; in Setion 5 wereord some of these.We are grateful to Jan Stevens for a geometrial observation onerning �, and to theorganisers of the VIth Workshop for running suh an enjoyable meeting.2 Ae-odimension 1 germs (C 5; 0) ! (C 6; 0) of type �2Lemma 2.1 Let i : (C 6; 0) ! (C 7; 0) be a map germ suh that i�(F ) has Ae-odimension 1.Then1. i is an immersion, and2. i�(F ) is A-equivalent to i�̀(F ), where i` is the linear part of i.Proof Write f = i�(F ). (1) By a theorem of J. Damon ([6℄, but see also [10℄, Setion8), �(f)TAef ' NKE;ei := �(i)ti(�C 6) + i�(Der(logE))where E = F (C 6). As F is not a trivial unfolding of any lower-dimensional germ, Der(logE) �
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mC 7;0�C 7 ; hene1 = Ae-odimension f � dimC �(i)ti(�C 6) + i�(Der(logE)) +mC 7;0�(i) = dimC C 7i`(C 6) :It follows that the inequality in the entre is an equality, and i is an immersion.(2) is essentially Proposition 2.6 of [1℄, and an also be found, in this formulation, as of [13℄.For ompleteness we outline the proof.Sine i�(F ) has Ae-odimension 1, we must haveti(mC 6;0�C 6) + i�(Der(logE)) = mC 7;0�(i);by Nakayama's lemma this holds if and only ifti(mC 6;0�C 6) + i�(Der(logE)) +m2C 7;0�(i) = mC 7;0�(i);hene it depends only on the linear part of i. Let i� = i`+�(i� i`) be the linear interpolationbetween i` and i. For eah value of �, TKEi� = mC 7;0�(i�), and a standard argument usingMather's Lemma (of [7℄) and �nite KE-determinay now shows that the family i� is KE-trivial(over R). It follows that the family i��(F ) is A- trivial, and i�(F ) is A-equivalent to i�̀(F ). 2Lemma 2.2 If the Ae-odimension of i�̀(F ) is equal to 1 then i` is KE- equivalent to a linearimmersion whose image has equation of the form kA+ lB +mC + nD = 0.Proof Let p de�ne the image of i`. By the preeding lemma we may assume that p islinear. We an express the KE;e- normal spae of i` (and hene the Ae-normal spae of i�̀(F ))in terms of p: NKE;e(i`) ' �(p)tp(Der(logE)) + (p)�(p) :For if we write C 7 = L� C and identify p with projetion to C , then�(p)tp(Der(logE)) + (p)�(p) ' �L�C�L�C =C +Der(logE) +mC ;0�L�C :Now �(i`) = (�L�C )j L = �L�C =mC ;0�L�Cand within �L�C =mC ;0�L�C , �L�C =C = ti`(�L);so �L�C�L�C =C +Der(logE) +mC ;0�L�C ' �(i`)ti`(�L) + i�(Der(logE)) :If i�̀(F ) has Ae-odimension 1, then tp(Der(logE)) + (p)�(p) must be equal to mC 7;0. Nowthe module tp(Der(logE)) + (p)�(p) is the tangent spae of p under the ation of the groupK(E), the semi-diret produt of the group RE of di�eomorphisms of (C 7; 0) preserving E,3



with the group C. This is a geometri group in the sense of Damon [5℄; it follows that p is�nitely K(E)-determined.There is a 7-dimensional family of linear maps p,L1 := fp = kA+ lB +mC + nD + pU + qV + rW : k; l;m; n; p; q; r 2 C g;and within L1 a disriminant, �1, in priniple possibly equal to all of L1, or redued to thezero map, onsisting of linear maps for whih tp(Der(logE)) + (p)�(p) fails to be equal tomC 7;0. A alulation with Maaulay shows that the annihilator in C [A; : : :;W; k; : : :; r℄ of(A; : : :;W; k; : : :; r)TK(E)pis generated by f(k; l;m; n) := 8kl3 + 3l2m2 + 24klmn+ 8m3n� 16k2n2together with polynomials in the ideal (A; : : :;W ). Thus, the equation of the disriminant isf = 0, and in partiular is independent of the oeÆients p; q; r. Suppose L 2 L1 n �1 hasequation `, and let `0 be obtained from ` by setting to zero the oeÆients of U; V and W .Then for eah t, the hyperplane Lt = f(1 � t)`0 + t` = 0g also lies outside �1, and it followsfrom Mather's Lemma (and �nite determinay) that the linear interpolation between ` and themap `0 is K(E)-trivial. Hene the orresponding family of immersions C 6 ! C 7 is KE-trivial.This ompletes the proof. 2The Lemma tells us we an forget the family L1 of all linear maps C 7 ! C and onsideronly those of the form kA+ lB +mC + nD; we denote the family of these by L.Remark 2.3 The equation for the disriminant � may also be obtained by the followingalternative method, whih also relies on Maaulay, but whih is primarily topologial ratherthan deformation-theoreti.Suppose that L is a hyperplane in C 7, with de�ning equation hL(A; : : :;W ) = uL�(A; : : :;W ) =0, and let G be a redued de�ning equation for the image E of F . If the Ae-odimension ofFjL is 1, then the family of normal translations of L, Lt := ftuLg + L, t 2 (C ; 0), induesan Ae-versal deformation of FjL. This follows from the fat that for a deformation of a odi-mension 1 germ, versality is equivalent to in�nitesimal non-triviality. By a Morse-theoretiargument of Dirk Siersma ([12℄), the image of FjLt , i.e. E \ Lt, has the homotopy type of awedge of spheres, whose number, the image Milnor number of FjL, �I(FjL)), is equal to thesum of the Milnor numbers of the (isolated) singular points of GjL whih move o� the zerolous E \Lt as t moves o� 0. Let us all these points indiator points. For eah value of t, thenumber of indiator points is �nite; as t varies, they form a urve. In fat this urve is simplythe polar urve of G with respet to the linear form hL; its equations an easily be obtainedas the generators of the transporter ideal JL : G; where JL is the ideal of maximal minors ofthe 2� 7 jaobian matrix of the map (G;hL).It is worth noting that V (JL : G) evidently ontains all the indiator points. However, apriori it is not lear that every zero of JL : G (o� ft = 0g) is an indiator point. Neverthe-less, this is the ase. For provided t 6= 0, eah germ of FjLt is right-left stable. In Mather's4



nie dimensions (whih ontain (5; 6), f [8℄), every stable germ is weighted homogeneous inappropriate oordinates, and so its image has a weighted homogeneous de�ning equation. Itfollows that E\Lt is loally weighted homogeneous at eah point, and thus GjLt 2 JjLt at anypoint where G = 0. Sine, for t 6= 0, the deformation indued by varying t is right-left trivial,it follows that G 2 JL at any point where G = 0 and t 6= 0. Hene the set of indiator pointsoinides with V (JL : G).All of this an be done simultaneously for the family of all hyperplanes L = fkA + lB +mC + nD = 0g. We work in C [A; : : :;W; k; : : :; n℄. Let h(A; : : :; n) = kA + lB +mC + nD,let J be the ideal of maximal minors of the jaobian of (G;h) with respet to the variablesA; : : :;W , and let I0 := J : G:Evidently I0 has a (k; l;m; n)-primary omponent, orresponding to the absent hyperplane forwhih k = l = m = n = 0, whih we remove by using a transporter ideal. We �nd thatI = I0 : (k; l;m; n)has no (k; l;m; n)-primary omponent, and is thus the ideal we require. It is equal to(Ak�1=3Bl+1=3Cm�Dn; 4Bm�4Ck�3Dl; 3Am+4Bn�4Cl;B2�3W;C2�3U; 8BC�3AD+12V ):We laim that V (I) ! L restrits to a loally trivial �bration over L n �, with �bre overL 2 L n � equal to the set of indiator points of the family FjLt , where Lt = ftuLg + L isthe normal translation of L. In fat this follows immediately from what we showed in thepreeding paragraph: for t 6= 0 and L =2 �, the deformation indued by varying L is loallytrivial, and so the �brewise equalityfindiator pointsg = V (JL : G)gives a relative equalityfrelative indiator pointsg = V (J : G) = V (I):Now FjL has image Milnor number 1 if and only if the urve of indiator points in thedeformation FjLt is non-singular and transverse to L. We �nd the ideal of the set of pointswhere this fails, by taking the determinant of the jaobian matrix of the pair (g1; : : :; g6; h),where g1; : : :; g6 generate I. Up to a salar fator, this (thanks to Maaulay) gives the equationf that we found above,f(k; l;m; n) = 8kl3 + 3l2m2 + 24klmn+ 8m3n� 16k2n2:We note as soon as we assign numerial values to the parameters k; l;m and n for whihthis equation does not vanish, thus determining a hyperplane L =2 �, then the speialisationIL of the ideal I de�nes a smooth urve C 7 (the urve of indiator points), transverse to Land to its normal translates Lt = ftuLg+ L. At any point P of this urve,OC 7;P=IL + (hL � t) ' OLt;P=JGjLt ;non-singularity of the urve implies, by Siersma's result, that �I(FjL)) = 1. This onlusionretrospetively justi�es the approah we adopt in this remark.5



We reord this onlusion as:Proposition 2.4 Any map-germ (C 5; 0) ! (C 6; 0) with Ae-odimension equal to 1 and Board-man type �2 has image Milnor number �I equal to 1. 2Remark 2.5 If L� is any path in L n � then the argument of Lemma 2.2 shows that thefamily FjL� is A-trivial. The ideas just used prove alsoProposition 2.6 If FjL has Ae-odimension 1 then it is 2-determined for A-equivalene.Proof Sine f := FjL has Ae-odimension 1, and there is no stable germ in the sameK-orbit, its A-orbit (in any jet spae) must be open in its K-orbit, and the tangent spaes tothe two orbits oinide at eah point of the former. The latter tangent spae is easily shownto ontain m2C 5;0�(f). The result now follows by Mather's Lemma. 23 The omplement of the real disriminant �RTo determine a list of normal forms for Ae-odimension 1 germs (R5; 0) ! (R6; 0) of type �2,we have to selet one real point from eah omponent of P(Ln�). This an be done as follows:within eah omponent of S3 n�R , the funtion fj S3 ahieves at least one loal maximum orloal minimum. The ritial points of fj S3 are the zeros of the ideal I of 2 � 2 minors of thejaobian matrix of (f; r2), where r2 is the usual distane-squared funtion. To eliminate theomponents lying in � we alulate the transporter ideal I : f . One again by a Maaulayalulation, we �nd that this is equal to(km� 4=7lm; lm � 7=4ln; k2 � 1=3l2 + 1=3m2 � n2):This ideal de�nes a urve onsisting of the eight lines through (0; 0; 0; 0), shown in the left handolumn of table 1. The seond olumn shows the signs of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of fj S3at the points where these lines meet the sphere. The third olumn shows information obtainedin the next setion: it is the dimension of the sphere to whih the real setion Lt \ E \ R6 ishomotopy-equivalent for t 6= 0. By a Morse-theoreti argument given in the next setion, thisis one less than the index displayed in the third olumn of Table 2.Line Eigenvalues Homotopy dimen-sion of Lt \E \ R6Spf(1;p3; 0; 0)g \ S3 � � � 4Spf(1;�p3; 0; 0)g \ S3 + + � 3Spf(0; 0;p3; 1)g \ S3 � � � 4Spf(0; 0;�p3; 1)g \ S3 + + � 3Spf(1; 0; 0; 1)g \ S3 + + + 3Sp(1; 0; 0;�1)g \ S3 + + + 3Spf(4; 7; 7; 4)g \ S3 + � � 4Spf(4; 7;�7;�4)g \ S3 + � � 4Table 1: Critial points of fj S36



To obtain a representative of eah A- equivalene lass we need take only those FjL for whihL orresponds to one of the lines at whih fj S3 has a loal maximum or minimum: L =fA +p3B = 0g, L = fp3C +D = 0g, L = fA +D = 0g and L = fA �D = 0g. In fat Fhas an obvious symmetry permuting x and y in the soure and U and W in the target, andpermuting also A and D, and B and C in both soure and target. This symmetry interhangesthe �rst and seond of the hyperplanes just listed, and therefore we do not need to onsiderboth.4 The topology of real perturbationsLet LR � R7 be a hyperplane (ontaining 0), let uL 6= 0 be orthogonal to LR , and let LR;t bethe aÆne translate of LR by tuL. If FjLR has Ae-odimension 1, then the family FRjLR ;t isan Ae- versal deformation of FR jLR .From 2.4 it follows (f [3℄) that LR;t\ER is homotopy-equivalent to a d-sphere, for some dbetween 0 and 5. For by Siersma's result, FjLt has just one indiator point; this must thereforebe real (otherwise its omplex onjugate would also be an indiator point), and now LR;t\ERis homotopy-equivalent to the boundary of a k-ell, where k is the index of GRjLR ;t at theindiator point. The indiator point an be determined by substituting the values of k; l;mand n into the expressions for the generators of the ideal I listed in Remark 2.3. The Hessianof Gj Lt at the indiator point an be omputed as P tHGP , where HG is the Hessian of G andP is a 7� 6 matrix whose olumns form an orthonormal basis for L.The results of this omputation are displayed in Table 2. In priniple we should display thesigns of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of Gj Lt at the indiator point for two values of t, onepositive and one negative. However, there is an obvious symmetry whih renders this unne-essary: if (A;B;C;D;U; V;W ) is the indiator point for Lt then (�A;�B;�C;�D;U; V;W )is the indiator point for L�t, and the Hessian matries of G at these two indiator points arethe same.Equation of L Ideal of indiator point IndexA+p3B (p3A�B;C;D;U; V; 3W �B2) 5A�p3B (p3A+B;C;D;U; V; 3W �B2) 4p3C +D (p3D �C;A;B;W; V; 3U � C2) 5p3C �D (p3D +C;A;B;W; V; 3U � C2) 4A+D (B;C;A�D;D2 � 4V;W;U) 4A�D (B;C;A+D;D2 + 4V;W;U) 44A+ 7B + 7C + 4D (B � 7=4D;A �D;C �B;D2 � 48=49W;U �W;V + 86=49W ) 54A+ 7B � 7C � 4D (B + 7=4D;A +D;C +B;D2 � 48=49W;U �W;V � 86=49W ) 5Table 2: Indiator points and Morse indies5 Conluding RemarksThis ounterexample reveals a sharp di�erene between singularities of orank 1 and of higherorank. The main theorem of [4℄ states that everyAe-odimension 1 multi-germ (C n; S) ! (C p; 0)7



(n � p� 1, (n; p) nie dimensions), in whih eah omponent has orank � 1, has a real formwith a good real perturbation, and thus a \good real piture". It is lear from our examplehere that good real pitures annot be expeted for germs of orank greater than 1.6 Appendix: Geometry of the disriminant �Jan Stevens has pointed out to us that the disriminant � of Setion 3 is the aÆne one over thetangent developable surfae of the rational normal urve (a twisted ubi) in P3 parametrisedby (u; v) 7! (u3;�2uv2; 2u2v;�v3):For it is easy to hek that the singular lous of � is the one over this urve, and then tohek that � oinides with the tangent developable. The tangent developable has a uspidaledge along the urve, and is otherwise smooth. The map RP1�RP1 ! RP3 parametrising thereal part of the tangent developable is therefore a homeomorphism onto its image, and fromthis it follows by a straightforward duality argument that the omplement of �R has just twoonneted omponents. Thus, it is no surprise that the eight lines in the omplement of �Rthat we listed in Setion 3, and the eight hyperplanes in L � R7 that they orrespond to,should give rise to just two inequivalent real odimension 1 map-germs FjL.It also turns out that � is a free divisor. This is easy to hek, using Saito's riterion (f[11℄): a Maaulay alulation shows that the module Der(log�) of vetor �elds on L whihare tangent to � is generated by the vetor �elds �1; : : :; �4 whose oeÆients in the basis�=�k; �=�l; �=�m; �=�n form the olumns of the matrixM = 0BB� k �3=4k 0 �3=4ml 1=4l �m �nm �1=4m k ln 3=4n 3=4l 0 1CCA ;and the determinant of this matrix is a redued de�ning equation of �. We note for futurereferene that �1 � f = 4f and �i � f = 0 for i 6= 1.The free divisor � is unusual in that all of the generating vetor �elds are linear. Thismakes it partiularly easy to alulate the ohomology of the omplement: from its geometrialdesription, � is learly loally quasihomogeneous, and thus we an use the theorem of [2℄:Theorem 6.1 If D � C n is a loally quasihomogenenous free divisor, then integration offorms along yles de�nes an isomorphismhq(�(C n;
�(log�))) ' Hq(C n n�; C ): 2Via a ontrating homotopy de�ned by the Lie derivative with respet to the Euler vetor�eld, the omplex 
�(log�)0 is quasi-isomorphi to its subomplex of weight zero. As allthe generating vetor �elds are linear, they have weight zero, and so dually the generators!1; !2; !3; !4 of 
1(log�) (determined by the property that !i(�j) = Æi;j) also have weight8



zero. Thus the weight zero subalgebra of 
�(log�) is the free exterior algebra over C ongenerators !1; : : :; !4. As soon as we determine the oeÆients �ij;k ind!i =Xj<k �ij;k!j ^ !kwhih must be simply omplex numbers, determination of H�(C 4 n �) is redued to linearalgebra. In fat we have d!1 = 0d!2 = �!3 ^ !4d!3 = 12 !2 ^ !3d!4 = �12 !2 ^ !4and thus d(!1 ^ !2) = !1 ^ !3 ^ !4 d(!2 ^ !3) = 0d(!1 ^ !3) = �12!1 ^ !2 ^ !3 d(!2 ^ !4) = 0d(!1 ^ !4) = 12!1 ^ !2 ^ !4 d(!3 ^ !4) = 0and d(!i ^ !j ^ !k) = 0for all i; j; k. HeneProposition 6.2Hq(L n�; C ) = 8>>>><>>>>: C if q = 0C ; generated by !1 if q = 10 if q = 2C ; generated by !2 ^ !3 ^ !4 if q = 3C ; generated by !1 ^ !2 ^ !3 ^ !4 if q = 4The equality d!2 = �!3 ^ !4 shows that the family f : C 4 ! C is a logarithmi ontatbundle. For, as with any free divisor D = ff = 0g, the wedge produt of all the generators of
1(logD) is equal to the generator of the top-dimensional module of logarithmi di�erentialforms. Sine !1 = df=f an be taken as one of these generators, this shows that the wedgeprodut of the remaining generators of 
1(logD) generates the relative dualising module !f(for it an be written as the \wedge division" dz1 ^ � � � ^dzn=df) and thus its restrition to theregular �bres is a holomorphi volume form. Sine in our example, !2 ^ d!2 = �!2 ^!3 ^!4,we haveProposition 6.3 The restrition of !2 to eah �bre of f is a ontat form, and so f : C 4 ! Cis a logarithmi ontat bundle. 2We note that a similar phenomenon an never our for a funtion with isolated singularity, inany dimension. For if f : (C 2n; 0) ! (C ; 0) has isolated singularity at 0 and D = f�1(0), then
1(logD) = 
1C 2n +OC 2n � df=f;and so the restrition to the �bre of any logarithmi 1-form ! is atually the restrition ofa regular form. Hene for any logarithmi 1-form !, df ^ ! ^ (d!)^n�1 � df ^ 
2n�2C 2n ; sine9



!f=df^
2nC 2n+1 has positive dimension �(D) if f is singular, no element of df^
2n an generate!f .We do not know whether this property of �, or the fat that it is a free divisor, an bededued from the singularity theory in whih it is embedded.Referenes[1℄ J.W.Brue and R.M.Roberts, Critial points of funtions on analyti varities, TopologyVol. 27 No. 1, 1988, 57-90[2℄ F. Castro, D.Mond and L. Narv�aez, Cohomology of the omplement of a free divisor,Trans. Amer. Math. So. 348, No.8, 1996, pp 3037-3049[3℄ T.Cooper and D.Mond, Complex monodromy and hanging real pitures, J. LondonMath. So. (2) 57 (1998) 599-608[4℄ T.Cooper, D.Mond and R.Wik Atique, Vanishing topology of odimension 1 germs overR and C , to appear, Compositio Math.[5℄ J.N.Damon, The unfolding and determinay theorems for subgroups of A and K, A.M.S.Memoirs 306, Providene R.I. 1984[6℄ J.N.Damon, A-equivalene and equivalene of setions of images and disriminats, Sin-gularity Theory and Appliations, Warwik 1989, Part I, (D. Mond and J. Montaldieds.), Leture Notes in Maths. 1462, Springer Verlag, 1991, 93-121[7℄ J.N.Mather, Stability of C1 mappings IV, Classi�ation of stable germs by R-algebras,Publ. Math. I.H.E.S. 37, 1969, 223-248[8℄ J.N.Mather, Stability of C1 mappings VI, The nie dimensions, Singularities, Liverpool1971, C.T.C.Wall ed., Leture Notes in Maths. 192, Springer Verlag, 1972, 207-253[9℄ D.Mond, How good are real pitures?, Algebrai and Analyti Geometry, La R�abida1991, A. Campillo and L.Narv�aez, eds., Progress in Math. 134, Birkhauser Verlag, 1996,259-276.[10℄ D.Mond, Di�erential forms on free and almost free divisors, Pro. London Math. So.(3) 81 (2000) 587-617[11℄ K.Saito, Theory of logarithmi di�erential forms and logarithmi vetor �elds, J.Fa.Si. Univ. Tokyo Set. Math. 27 (1980), 265-291[12℄ D. Siersma, Vanishing yles and speial �bres, Singularity Theory and Appliations,Warwik 1989, Part I, (D. Mond and J.Montaldi eds.), Leture Notes in Math 1462,Springer Verlag 1991, pp 292-301[13℄ R. Wik Atique, On the lassi�ation of multi-germs of maps from C 2 ! C 3 under A-equivalene, in J.W.Brue and F. Tari (eds.) Real and Complex Singularities, ResearhNotes in Math. Chapman and Hall/CRC 119-13310


